
 
 

- Foreword – 
Before this guide starts I, and the creator of this game, NaughtyRoad, want to 

encourage any of you to play the game how it is meant to be played, going in blind and 

interacting with the world of Light of my Life how you would like to interact with it, 

creating your own personal character that will take care of these two incredible girls 

and their unique personalities. Hunting for all points isn’t a necessity.  

The following words of NaughtyRoad himself should explain it a bit further in-depth: 

‘I don't want this game to be about coining up your love interest until lewds spill out 

of her slot, but more about finding a mode where you can decide if you're honest or nice 

or petty, just because you felt like one or the other, and still have the game validate 

that with some acknowledgement about that choice. They make you feel involved with 

the conversation, but they won't make your wards want to suddenly fellate you 

because you just reached an arbitrary score.  

points are (at this moment) there to give you feedback on what people think of your 

interactions, and tone the dialog to match your relationship. They will factor into 

alternative endings later on, but I wouldn't worry about that now. 

Love points are capped at 10 to make Love point hunting redundant, there will never 

be a condition in the game that checks for anything over 10. Just go with the 

reactions you feel are most appropriate and let things shake out.’ 

With that being said, you can find the point guide below if you desire to use it. 

And last but not least, please help the developer with this amazing project by 

supporting through any donation of some kind, or just by playing it and giving him 

feedback/reviews of his work. You can click on the images below which will guide you to 

NaughtyRoad’s Patreon, his Buy me a coffee and the NaughtyRoad Discord channel 

where you are free to communicate with the community of Light of my Life. 

                              

Questions about this guide? Feel free to ask me, Een Vieze Vent, on the following site 

(Account needed): https://f95zone.to/members/een-vieze-vent.148851/ 

https://www.patreon.com/NaughtyRoad
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/NaughtyRoad
https://discordapp.com/invite/RXDHAfe
https://f95zone.to/members/een-vieze-vent.148851/


 
 

- The Guide - 
First of all, I want to address that I only covered the crucial parts of the game 

where points can be gained, or lost. How you interact with the girls between those 

mentioned scenes below is up to you, you choose whatever choices are available. Read 

the first mentioned scene below beforehand and everything should be smooth-sailing 

after that.  

The ‘---‘ between sections indicates that those scenes are on the next day(s).  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The first possible point gain starts after the dinner scene. 

Stroking Denise’s hair gives you a Love point, giving her a total of 7 Love points. 

--- 

After Denise’s bathroom scene go back to the living room instead of going straight to 

work if you don’t want to miss some more bonding time with her. 

At the store use the first choice (The second choice will make you use the first 

anyway.) 

During the scene with Macy she will get one Anger point, setting them at a total of 7, 

but don’t worry about that now. 

During couch time with Denise reassure her to subtract one Anxiety point, giving her 

4 in total. 

When Macy asks if you have time choose ‘Of course’, if not you will miss a point and 

dialogue. 

The conversation with Macy gives you a love point, setting her total at 5 love points. 

--- 

During Denise’s bathroom scene, NOT being understanding gives her another Anxiety 

point, thus setting those back to 5 in total. 



 
 

Uh-oh, something happened with Denise at school, giving her a big, plus 4 boost to her 

Anxiety. You can’t avoid this so don’t panic thinking that you have done something 

wrong. This sets her Anxiety total to 8 points (If you have been following this guide.) 

Be understanding with Denise in the car to give yourself a Love point, setting the 

total to 8 points. 

During couch time with Denise stick to your decision to subtract an Anxiety point, 

setting them back to a total of 7 points. This choice also saves you from losing a Love 

point with Macy later on and her keeping Denise home despite your decision. 

Kiss Denise’s head during the bed scene to gain another Love point, setting the total 

to 9 points. 

--- 

And here we have Brooke coming into play, rejecting obviously denies you interacting 

with her, accepting her invitation give you an Appreciation point with Brooke, setting 

the total to 5 points. Decide for yourself if you are interested in Brooke, or not, for 

now the interactions with her won’t affect the relationships with Denise and Macy, 

FOR NOW… 

During couch time with Denise cheer her up and then giving her another round of 

tickling will give you a Love point, setting them at a grand total of 10 points! 

--- 

If you agreed to get drinks with Brooke AND tell her about the emergency, choose 

‘Don’t worry’ during one of the choices in the conversation to prevent yourself from 

losing an Appreciation point. 

During dinner Macy will gain a, unavoidable, Anger point, after that choose to remain 

calm so you won’t lose a Love point with her as well. 

Don’t choose ‘I won’t force her to stay’ otherwise you will gain an Anxiety point with 

Denise. 

Choosing ‘Watch some more’ during the spy scene will open some different dialogues 

later. 

--- 

During the bathroom scene with Denise you will get to the choice of massaging her 

breasts, doing so will give you a huge negative point reduction to her Love points, a 



 
 

whopping 6 points. So don’t go with that route, instead, being reluctant with Denise 

about your sessions in the next few days’ results in her working her side of the 

conversations harder. 

While having the paintings discussion with Denise you can compliment her butt if you 

have over 7 Love points with her (Which you should have if following this guide). But 

don’t over-do it otherwise you will lose a Love point. 

Complimenting Macy during the movie can give her 1 Love point if her total is less 

than 5 points, if it’s 5, or above 5 points, you won’t gain anything. Compliment her 

anyway. 

--- 

The morning bathroom scene removes 1 Anxiety point from Denise automatically, 

setting her total to 6 points. 

Complimenting Denise while observing the paintings give her 1 Love points, there are 

two opportunities but it’s only possible to gain 1 Love point. 

Questioning Denise when she wants to go home gives her 1 Anxiety point, so avoid 

that by supporting her request. 

While having dinner you will get the question whether you like Brooke or not, answering 

‘Yes’ will give Macy 1 Anger point, answering ‘No’ subtracts 1 Anger point setting the 

total to 7 Anger points. Lying to her might not be the best idea if you have been 

interested in Brooke, but for now there are no negative consequences. 

--- 

During the bathroom scene with Denise, if your Love points are higher than 7 you 

have the option to talk with her about intimacy. Don’t choose ‘Uncomfortable’ when 

doing this since this gives her an Anxiety point. Completing the talk positively rewards 

you with an automatic 1 Anxiety point reduction, setting the total to 5 Anxiety points. 

Helping Brooke allows you to continue her path and see additional scenes with her. 

Refusing to give her help obviously does the opposite. 

Having a go at the copy machine gives an Appreciation point with Brooke, setting the 

total to 6 points. This only happens if you agreed to help her. 

The conversation with the ‘S3’ only happens when you agreed to help Brooke. Try to 

have decent conversations with each of the ladies so that you will gain points with 



 
 

them (Their, and Brooke’s, reactions should hint you if you are right or wrong.), you 

can always use your scroll wheel to rewind if you have made a bad choice which resulted 

in losing points. Doing all conversations right will give you 3 additional Appreciation 

points with the ‘S3’, setting their total to 6 points. 

Having the perfect conversation with the ‘S3’ also gives Brooke an Appreciation point 

at the end of your talk with her, setting her total to 7 points. 

During the phone call with the helpdesk you can choose whatever you like, patiently 

follow along or act like an asshole. Pick your poison  

--- 

If you helped Brooke you will get an optional sexual encounter with her, Marv the copy 

machine joins too! 

Too bad you get cock-blocked by the ‘S3’ but at least you get an Appreciation point 

with them, setting their total to 7 points. 

Hugging and reassuring Macy at the police office will gain you a Love point with her, 

setting her total to 6 points. 

--- 

After having the quiet dinner with the girls ask Denise about it during your couch 

time with her, be supportive with her and you will gain another Love point which 

won’t matter when following this guide since you already maxed her Love points to 10 

in total. 

--- 

Before starting chapter three you will be presented with a choice to turn off choices 

that will lock you out of the paths for both Macy and Denise. I personally would advise 

to NOT lock out their paths since they are the main characters and probably the 

reason why you play the game in the first place, locking their paths will also greatly 

reduce the amount of content that you will be able to discover in the future. 

--- 

During the dinner scene you will be able (If you have enough Love points with Macy, 

which you should have by following this guide.) agree with Macy calling you by the 

‘Title’ that you have given yourself at the start of the game. 

 



 
 

During the beginning of the bar scene with Macy her Anger points will get lowered by 

two automatically during your conversation with her, setting her Anger points at 4. 

Keeping dancing at the bar will give you a conversation with Macy which you will be 

able to answer with ‘You’ when you mention you keep thinking about someone, this will 

add 1 Love point to Macy setting her total to 7 points. 

The perfect night with Macy takes a turn for the worse at the end of it, setting her 

Anger level back up with 3 points to a total of 7 points. 

--- 

The bathroom scene with Denise WILL have a lock out option if you didn’t turn it off 

at the start of chapter three. This guide follows a play through with the choice to be 

never locked out of their paths so this will be the last time I will mention any choices 

that would make this possible. 

Make sure to promise to try your best with Macy when Denise asks about this during 

the car ride, not promising this will give Denise an Anxiety point. 

During shopping buy a box of candy for Macy, she liked them before so you can probably 

use them again. 

--- 

The ‘S3’ will also come into play again during this chapter, certain things I will 

describe through this guide will only apply to you if you also follow their route, if you 

don’t you can probably skip most things related to the ‘S3’. But remember, also going 

along with their route will probably affect the ones you have with Macy, Denise and 

maybe even Brooke in the future… 

During the conversation and admitting that you were at the bar with Macy will give 

you an Appreciation point with the ‘S3’ setting their total Appreciation points to 8. 

This choice is universal so when you are NOT on their path this will also give them an 

Appreciation point. Who knows, maybe being honest and positive with them will also 

benefit you in the future even without being on their path? 

Also, if you aren’t on their path this will be the first time you meet them, being 

dismissive towards them will prevent you from seeing any sexual encounter with them 

in the future, which might be a good thing if you are on a Macy/Denise path only. 

 



 
 

During the car scene with Macy DON’T offer her the candy you bought for her, if you 

do it will be dismissed immediately and lowers Macy’s Love points that she has for you. 

If you talk to Macy in the kitchen, then make sure not to say sorry to her or to point 

out her language since those two options will give her an Anger point. Staying silent at 

the end will result in no points being added to her Anger points. 

--- 

When masturbating with Denise massaging you during the bathroom scene she will ask 

the question if she should stop massaging you, answering with that she is making it 

even better will give her a Love point, which we won’t be needing since her Love points 

already reached the maximum amount. But hey, answer her honestly anyway, 

remember that choices also possibly change the dialogue in the future. 

The beginning of the car scene with Macy will automatically lower her Anger points by 

1, then answering her next question with ‘Me too’ will lower her Anger points once more 

with 1, setting the total of her Anger points to 5. Also make sure to offer her the 

candy this time, since this time she will really appreciate it. 

--- 

If you are on the Brooke path you will get a sexual encounter with her during your 

work time, declining this will lower Brooke’s Appreciation points by 1. When being 

intimate with her make sure to notice ‘certain’ people spying on both of you in the 

background. 

--- 

Another ‘S3’ encounter, helping Sierra will lead you to a possible sexual encounter, even 

if you are not on the ‘S3’ path when you haven’t been really dismissive of them. when 

the scene shifts to the toilet room you can obviously decline the whole situation for no 

penalty at the first choice by choosing ‘I can’t’, or play along. You will see that the 

scene will take a rather specific ‘turn’ when you play along with Sierra. 

Performing at least two requests during the scene will give drop the Appreciation 

points of the ‘S3’ with 3 points at the end of the scene, so if you want points don’t do 

more than ONE request. Refusing at least one request will enable you to ‘show her 

another way’ for 1 Appreciation point with the ‘S3’. Not doing any requests will also 

give you 1 Appreciation point at the end of the scene with the ‘S3’ for a total of 9 

Appreciation points. 



 
 

--- 

Declining Denise’s request during the bathroom scene will give her an Anxiety point, so 

don’t do that. After asking ‘What do you like about it?’ and then answering with ‘I 

like it too.’ Will give Denise another Love point, again, not doing anything since we 

reached the maximum points but it can possibly change dialogue in the future. 

Don’t be scared by the scene with the ‘S3’, Light of my Life will never have blackmail 

scenes/ revenge-porn scenes. 

When being confronted with how to ask Brooke to eat dinner at your place you can 

answer with ‘Heartfelt’ if you want an Appreciation point that will set her total 

Appreciation points to 8. Or you can simply invite her out of politeness when not 

having an interest in her. 

No matter what you do, Macy will get angry when you take Brooke to your home to 

eat dinner with you and the girls. This conversation automatically adds one Anger point 

to Macy, setting her total points to 6. 

Since we are on Macy’s path we won’t push her away, this gives her 1 Love point 

setting her total to 8 Love points and also reducing her Anger points with 3, setting 

those to a total of 6. Besides, who would push her away in the first place? 

--- 

During the computer scene in the morning with Denise you will get 1 Love point added 

automatically if you are below a total 6 of Love points (Which you should not be if 

following this guide). 

During the couch scene with Denise make sure to reassure her if you are both on her 

and Macy’s paths, not doing so will up her Anxiety points with 1. 

--- 

After your relieving meat beat session in the bathroom with Denise make sure to tell 

her that she is the reason you shoot so many cream, this will gain you 1 Love point 

with her. 

During the S3 encounter at the office’s paper copier, if their Love points are below 3 

you can use the option to make amends with them. This will reset their Love points to 

4 so you can get it on with them again. 

 



 
 

 

If you are on the Brooke route, and helped her with her schemes, she will ask if she 

can count on you once more, if you decline this it will lower her Love points with 1 AND 

end her route. 

During the pre-dinner scene, agreeing to try Denise’s food she made for you will get you 

1 Love point IF those would be below a total of 6. Agree anyway because why not. 

On the couch don’t have second thoughts because this will lower Denise’s Love points 

with 1, also, if her Love points are above 9 she will Lose 1 Anxiety point if you suggest 

doing some more with her. Loving them pays off, you see? 

--- 

During the lunch you should be able to pick either a decaf coffee or fruit drink when 

following this guide, choosing between these two doesn’t matter and it will benefit you 

later. 

Once more you get a prep talk with Brooke if you agreed to help her, again, not going 

with her plan will reduce her Love points with 1 and end her route. 

Then, if you are on the Brooke path, you have to convince the S3. If you aren’t on 

Brooke’s path but agreed to help her than you can ask the S3 for their help. This 

part does not apply when you disagreed to help her, obviously. 

And here comes another big question from the S3, whether you are helping Brooke or 

not. They will ask you if you would help to cure Sara’s ‘itches’. Agreeing this will 

further their routes, denying their proposal stops you from interacting with one of 

the S3 members on a lewd level once more.  

If you agreed to help Brooke, are on both Denise and Macy’s path, and follow the 

healthy diet choice then the end of the lewd scene will have some special dialogue. You 

will also receive 1 Love point for Brooke because you helped her. 

During dinner you will receive 1 Love point for Denise if you followed her healthy drink 

suggestions, only if her Love points were less than 9. If you didn’t follow her drinking 

advice, or lie about drinking it, you will lose 1 Love point with Denise. 

On the couch, if you don’t choose say nothing twice and then choose to be 

understanding and say that you love her you will gain 1 Love point with Denise if her 

total are greater than 7. 



 
 

--- 

After the massage scene in the bathroom with Denise, you can gain 1 Love point by 

asking her if she is uncomfortable if your total with her is lower than 7 points. 

If you agreed to help the S3 with their ‘problems’, you will continue their route with 

them. Suddenly changing your mind will reset their Love points to 1, and this will close 

their route for good. Saying that you look forward to it will gain you 1 Love point with 

the S3 if they were below 7 points. 

If you get the lewd scene with Sara then be sure that you made the following dialog 

choices: saying you looked forward to it, saying you want to do it, offering help, telling 

her not at all when she has doubts about her appearance and telling her it was hot at 

the end. This will gain you 1 Love point with the S3 later on. Don’t joke about hurting 

the baby, this will make you lose 1 Love point with the S3. 

During the couch talk with Denise you can gain 1 Love point by saying it’s not 

embarrassing, if her total points are 7 or lower. If they are higher than 7 then 

choose the following choices: It’s the person and Looked hot to gain 1 Love point with 

her. 

If you are on Macy’s route you will get and automatic Love point when you pick her up 

from work. 

--- 

During the bathroom massage with Denise, if you had some of the encounters with 

Brooke, lying about them to Denise twice will reduce 1 Love point with her, if you had 

one or more encounters with Brooke, and didn't lie about them you will gain 1 Love 

point with her. 

If you did all the right things with Sara, like I mentioned, you will gain 1 Love point 

with the S3 during this scene. 

Macy automatically losses 3 Anger points during the scene between you two, whether 

you are on her path or not. 

During the couch cuddle with Macy she can lose 1 Anger point if you answer her with I 

will, only if her Anger points are higher than 3 in total. You can also gain 1 Love point 

if you tell her that you love her too, only if her Love points are lower than 9 in total. 



 
 

Once more during a cuddle session with Macy you can gain 1 Love point by choosing the 

following options: What is it? And Nonsense, only when her total Love points are less 

than 7. 

=== 

During the airship bonus scene, if you had pinky sworn to support the game after 

chapter one, you now have the option to pinky swear again to boycott scammers. This 

will earn you 1 Love point with both Macy and Denise. 

--- 

If you had an intimate encounter with both Sara and Sierra and helped Sara take off 

the pressure during her encounter, you get an extra scene here. 

If you have had an intimate encounter with either Sara or Sierra, Zarah will offer one 

too. You can score points for responding ‘I'd love to’ when she propositions and then 

telling her she's a Milf, by responding ‘That's hot’ when she uses roleplaying names, 

agreeing to roleplay along, returning oral, and telling her it shows that she kept in 

shape. You can lose points for selecting opposite options, so don’t do that. Scoring 3 or 

more gives a slightly dirtier climax scene. 

If you followed these options, you will also get a Love point with the ‘S3’. 

During the talk with Brooke, if you told Macy you wanted to be serious with Brooke in 

chapter 4, and you accepted Zarah's offer, you'll lose 1LP with Brooke. 

When talking to Denise on the couch, telling Denise ‘you'll try’ gives you 1 Love point if 

her Love Points are below 7. 

--- 

When having a morning talk with Denise ask her what she dreamt of, if your Love 

points are higher than 7 with her you can offer her some advice that will lower her 

Anxiety points by 1. 

At the breakfast cooking you can, only if you are on the exclusive Denise/Macy path 

AND have over 7 Love points with Denise, playfully smack Denise’s butt. 

Telling Denise that she has a lovely voice during the hiking will grant you 1 Love point 

with her if they are below a total of 7. 

 



 
 

If you help Denise during her peeing scene, you will get an extra scene if your Love points 

with her are higher than 5. If following this guide (or having 7+ Love points with 

Denise.) you can gain 1 Love point by choosing ‘Both’ during the presented options. If 

her Love points are below a total of 7 you can choose the option ‘Hugging’ to gain 1 Love 

point with her. 

During the nighttime bedroom scene if you are on the Macy and Denise exclusive path, 

you can gain 1 Love point with Macy, if her Love points are below 7, by choosing the ‘I'd 

like that’ option. If her Anger points are over 3 you can choose the ‘Only if you want 

to’ option to lower her Anger points with 1. 

--- 

At the breakfast scene you will gain 1 Love point automatically with Denise, if hers are 

below a total of 7 AND you are on the Denise and Macy exclusive path. 

When you are on the Denise and Macy path, telling Macy that she looks stunning, and 

doubling down after that, you will gain 1 Love point with Macy if they are higher than 

7 in total. Doing this when she has below 7 Love points it will give 1 Anger point (So 

don’t do this in that case) instead, tell her you can hardly see a thing to reduce 1 Anger 

point with her. 

Telling Denise ‘No need for that’ will give you 1 Love point with her IF you have been 

complimenting her throughout the game so far. Having more than 5 Love points with 

her will also unlock an extra scene. 

The hiking scene automatically reduces 1 Anxiety point from Denise. 

During the fireplace scene, if you're on the Denise and Macy path you can get 1 Love 

point with Macy by choosing ‘I'll never hurt you’ if they are below 7 in total, choosing 

‘We'll never hurt you’ will bring Macy’s Love points to the same level as Denise’s Love 

points (handy if you're really low on points). 

The bedroom scene will be shorter if Macy’s Love points are below 5. You will also get 

the option to possibly choose whether Macy is a virgin or not, gentlemen and ladies of 

good taste will of course go for the option that Macy is a virgin! 

--- 

In the morning, if you are on the Denise and Macy path, if you ask Macy if she slept 

well, then ‘say more’, then ask her ‘and you?’, you will get 1 Love point for Macy. 

 



 
 

 

During breakfast you will get asked about the girls having a bit of ‘fur’. This is 

possibly a choice whether the girls have pubic hair or not, saying yes obviously favors 

this while declining it should do the opposite. 

If Denise’s Love points are above 5 you ask for a second kiss, giving you 1 extra Love 

point with her. 

Denise will lose 1 Anxiety point if her Love points are above 5 during the campfire 

night scene, the same goes for Macy only she will gain 1 Love point. 

 

- THIS IS CURRENTLY THE END OF THE GAME, UNTIL NEXT TIME! - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


